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Overview 
The value of learning remotely is that learning can and should occur based on a 

family’s need and during times that are most convenient for them. Our goal is to keep 
students engaged in continuous learning throughout the day. When considering a 
schedule that works for your family, keep in mind that the time spent on learning matters 
more than the time of day in which that learning occurs.  

     The suggested daily minutes per subject in the chart below can be used to help 
guide families in determining a schedule that will best suit their needs that reflects 
approximately 3 hours of learning time. A daily schedule can be created by families with 
the assumption that if a student is engaged in a particular task that takes longer than 
the given time on a daily schedule, flexibility is reasonable so long as by the end of the 
week there is evidence that students have put forth their best effort to meet the weekly 
requirements. 

Subject Time Consideration and Resources 
Social Emotional Learning 10 minutes per day 

Choose from activities for the classroom 
resources provide. 

English Language Arts 
(Reading and Writing) 

60 minutes per day 
Complete one i-Ready lesson every 1-2 

days, additional time can be spent doing 
independent reading of a book and journal 

writing (see prompt ideas attached). 
Mathematics 45 minutes per day 

Math Menu: each grade level has a math 
menu that gives the specific amount of 

activities each student needs to complete 
each day. 

Science  10 minutes per day 
 Science Choice Board- Choose one 

activity each day.   
Social Studies 10 minutes per day 

  Finding Florida Activity Pack 
(done across 5 days) 

Brain Breaks 5-10 minutes as needed between subjects
(see Brain Break suggestions attached)

Special Courses  30 minutes per day 
Free Play Activities (Physical Activities, 

Drawing/Art Project, Play a Musical 
Instrument) 



Writing at Home 

Write in a personal journal for 15 minutes per day. Use the prompts below or write 
about personal stories, what you have read, or write about daily experiences. 

Sample Writing Prompts 
Respond to Reading Personal Narrative Opinion/Expository 

This character reminds me 
of my self… 

Write about something 
funny that happened to you. 

Think of a person you 
consider to be a hero. 

Explain why other people 
should admire this person. 

This character reminds me 
of someone I know… 

Write about the day you got 
your first pet. 

Think about a famous 
person you would like to 
meet. Explain why you 

would like to meet him/her. 
I think the setting is 
important because 

Write about your most 
exciting day of school. 

Explain why it is important 
to eat healthy foods.  

I like/dislike this authors’ 
writing because…. 

Write about your most 
exciting moment. 

Think about what you want 
to be when you grow up. 
Explain why you think it 
would be the best job. 

As I read, I felt… Write about a difficult 
decision you had to make.  

Explain what you favorite 
thing to do after school is.  

Questions I have after 
reading are… 

Write about your best friend 
and what you have in 

common.  

What should be a 
reasonable bedtime for 

someone your age?  
The character I most 

admire is ______ because. 
Write about a time you 

completed a random act of 
kindness.  

Persuade others on why you 
should be allowed to have a 

certain pet?  
I wonder why… Write about your favorite 

vacation. 
Should children be allowed 
to eat whatever they want?  

The most important thing I 
learned about ______ is 

_______. 

Write about something 
embarrassing that 
happened to you. 

Is it better to have siblings 
or be an only child?  

If I could be one of the 
characters in the story it 
would be ________ because 

_________. 

Write about a time you had 
to deal with change.  

Would you rather receive a 
gift or give a gift?  

 
                            

   

 



Brain Breaks 

Complete at least one of the activities on the Brain Break chart below each day. 
Consider setting a goal for completing a certain number of activities in various 

categories (e.g. art, music, physical activity, etc.) each week. 
30 At-Home Brain Breaks 

5-minute break 15-minute break 30-minute break 

View GoNoodle Videos on 
YouTube 

Sidewalk Chalk Play Outside 

Jump Rope Watercolor Painting Bake a Special Sweet Treat 
(with an Adult) 

Play-Doh Sculptures Play Outside Play with Your Favorite 
Toys 

Color a Picture Ride a Bike Make a Fort out of Sheets 
and Pillows 

Dance Party to your 
Favorite Song 

Play Hide and Seek with 
Your Sibling 

Play a Card Game (Go Fish! 
Old Maid, etc.) 

Sing your Favorite Song and 
Make up Silly Dance Moves 

Build a LEGO Sculpture Play a Board Game with 
Your Sibling(s) or parent(s) 

Kid’s Yoga YouTube Video Read your Favorite Book Create and Complete a 
Nature Scavenger Hunt 

Do 5 Different Exercises for 
One-Minute Each 

Strength Challenge: Planks, 
Push-ups, Sit-ups, etc 

Make a Craft from Recycled 
Materials 

Build a Paper Airplane and 
Fly It Down the Hall or 

Outside 

Take Pictures of Nature in 
Your Front and Back Yard 

Make an Obstacle Course 
with Simple Toys and 

Complete It 

Look at Your Favorite 
Picture Book 

Take Turns Telling Silly 
Jokes with Your Sibling(s) 

or Parent(s) 

Play Dress Up 
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BUBBLE GUM BREATH 

Close your eyes and pay attention to your breath.  Swallow an imaginary 

gumball. Slowly raise your arms up as you take a deep breath in through 

your nose and feel your belly grow larger like a big bubble! Then POP, clap 

your hands on your thighs as you breathe out. Try it again and again.  

1. Teach a family member how to do bubble gum breath. 

 

3. How did Bubble Gum Breath make you feel?  

 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

4.  Draw a picture of yourself using Bubble Gum Breath  to calm down. 



LOTUS BREATH 

Bring your palms together in front of your heart. Press your pinky 

sides together and your thumb sides together. Move the rest of 

your fingers away from each other to look like a lotus flower. 

Breathe in, raise up your lotus flower as you straighten your arms. 

Breathe out, bring your lotus flower back in front of your heart Lotus 

seeds sprout in the dark bottom of a pond. Lotus flowers grow up 

towards the sun just like you! 

1. Teach a family member how to do Lotus Breath. How did it make them 

feel? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

2. How did Lotus Breath make YOU feel?  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Draw a picture of a time that you felt strong.  

 



Move and Breathe 

To Feel More Focused! 

Try these poses to feel more focused! Take 3 deep breaths in each pose. 

1. Circle your favorite pose. Teach a family member how to do it.

2. Put an X next to the pose that was the most challenging.

3. How do you feel after moving through the poses?

_________________________________________________________________________ 
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Grades 2-3 Independent 
Reading Support
Student At-Home Activity Packet 3

This At-Home Activity packet includes two supports for independent reading. These supports can be 
used alongside any reading the student does.  One fiction and one non-fiction text article has 
been added for students to use if no reading materials are available at home.

The Word Learning Routine Bookmark provides a reminder of concrete steps to discover the 
meaning of unknown words and phrases.

The Reading BINGO card offers a set of activities to support independent reading. The activities 
encourage the student to share reading with others, write in response to reading, and build curiosity 
about words and topics from their reading. Each time the student reads, they can choose one 
activity and mark the square. Once they mark five in a row they will get B-I-N-G-O! 

Looking for reading materials? Here are some websites that offer fun, free, high–quality 
material for kids: 

www.starfall.com 
www.storyplace.org 
www.uniteforliteracy.com 
www.storynory.com 
www.freekidsbooks.org 
en.childrenslibrary.org

Flip to see the Grades 2-3 
Independent Reading Supports 

included in this packet!
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READING

Read a book that 
someone in your 
home picks out  

for you. 

Find one word you 
don’t know the 

meaning of and ask 
someone what it 

means. 

Read to someone 
who is older than 

you. 

Tell a friend, family 
member, or teacher 

about a book you 
think they would 

like, too. 

Search in a book 
to find words that 

have a double final 
letter and have one 
syllable. Hint: words 

like cliff or buzz. 

Call a friend or 
family member and 

read to them. Ask 
them to read a story 

to you, too! 

Re-read your 
favorite book. 

Make a list of three 
facts you learned 
from a nonfiction 

book. 

Read a fiction book 
and make a list of 

ways you are similar 
to and different 
from the main 

character. 

After reading, write 
or tell something 

that surprised you. 

Write or tell 
someone about 

what you learned 
from a book. 

Read a book twice. 
The second time 
work on reading 

smoothly and with 
expression. 

Read a nonfiction 
book. 

Pick a word from a 
book and write two 

synonyms for the 
word. 

Find a new or 
unique place to 

read, like outside. 

Search in a book 
to find words with 

these prefixes:  
un-, dis-, re-. 

Use a whisper voice 
while you read.  

Look at the cover 
of a book and write 

three questions 
you have before 

reading.  

Read a book you’ve 
never read before. 

Listen to someone 
read to you. 

Search in a book 
to find compound 
words. Hint: these 
have two or more 

words joined 
together with a 
single meaning. 

Make a timeline for 
a fiction story. Hint: 
A timeline is a short 
list of events in the 
order they happen. 

Read to someone 
who is younger 

than you. 

Read a fiction book 
using different 
voices for each 

character. 

Directions: Complete the activities below independently or with an adult. Do five in a row to get B-I-N-G-O!

READING

B I N G O

Free 
Space
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Say the Word or  
Phrase Aloud
•  Circle the word or phrase that 
you find confusing.

•  Read the sentence aloud.

Look Inside the  
Word or Phrase
•  Try breaking the word into 

smaller parts.
•  Look for familiar word parts, 

such as prefixes, suffixes, 
and root words.

•  Can you figure out a meaning 
from the word parts you know?

Look Around the
Word or Phrase
•  Look in nearby words or 

sentences for clues about 
meaning.

•  Think about the word or 
phrase in the context of the 
paragraph. 

Look Beyond the 
Word or Phrase

Check the Meaning 
•  Ask yourself, “Does this 

meaning make sense in the 
sentence?”

•  Look for the meaning in a 
dictionary, glossary, or 
thesaurus. 

3

1

5

2

4

 ©2017 Curriculum Associates, LLC.  
All Rights Reserved.

Word Learning 
Routine

Reading

Word Learning Routine Bookmark 

Help your student learn new words while 
reading! 

As the student reads with you or independently, they 
will likely encounter unknown words or phrases. Pausing 
to focus on these words can support comprehension 
and expands the student’s vocabulary. 

• Use the Word Learning Routine to give the student
concrete ways to determine how to find the meanings
of unknown words and phrases.

• Encourage the student to record new words they
encounter on the back of the bookmark.

• Celebrate all the new words the student discovers!

Flip to see the Grade 5 fiction 
and nonfiction articles from 

ReadWorks.



Making Piano Fun

Making Piano Fun
by W.M. Akers

"Come on, Angie. It's time to go."

"I'm not going," said Angela.

"Please," said her father. "We're going to be late."

"Good. I hope we are late. I hope we're a million years late, and by the time 

we get to the music school, piano doesn't even exist anymore. The people 

of the future will be smart. They'll understand that mankind is better off 
ReadWorks.org · © 2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



Making Piano Fun

without the piano. They'll understand me."

"Okay, sweetheart. That's great. Please get in the car."

"No. On no account. This is America, Dad. Didn't you hear? Nobody can 

make anybody play piano against her will. It's called democracy."

"Angela? If you don't get in the car right now, your mother is going to be 

very angry at me. And if she's angry at me, I'm going to forbid you from 

using the computer."

"For how long?"

"Until Christmas."

Dad wasn't joking. Angela got in the car.

As they drove, beads of sweat formed on the back of her neck, and her 

stomach started to feel like she had just swallowed a hockey puck. 

Practicing piano scared her to death. Her teacher, Mr. Poliakoff, was a hairy 

old man who talked with a lisp that made him nearly impossible to 

understand. She could never tell if he was saying, "I see" or calling for a 

"high C." Uncertainty made Angela nervous, and nerves made it impossible 

for her to play.

Not that Angela wanted to play anyway. She thought that there was no 

music on Earth more boring than Mr. Poliakoff's sheet music. For three 

months, she had gone once a week to learn famous compositions like 

"Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star," "Row, Row, Row Your Boat," and "Three Blind 

Mice." As boring as those songs were, they were apparently impossible to 

play. Each time Angela picked up her fingers she was seized by fear. What if 

she played the wrong note? Would Mr. Poliakoff shout at her? Or, worse, 

would he simply shake his head in disappointment?

ReadWorks.org · © 2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



Making Piano Fun

"Fear is the enemy of success," he would tell her-except that when he said 

it, it sounded more like "sushshesh." But when it came to the piano, fear 

was all Angela had.

"Timbuktu," she said. Her dad looked away from the road to give her a funny 

look. She went on. "Antarctica. The Yukon. Kazakhstan. Borneo. Tasmania."

"Yes?" asked her father, finally.

"I'm trying to think of places I'd like less than piano class."

"Did you come up with anything?"

"Nope. Even the middle of the Amazon rainforest would be more fun."

"Well, I'm glad you've been studying your geography at least."

When her father looked away, Angela stuck out her tongue. That would 

show him.

As usual, Mr. Poliakoff's music school smelled like cabbage. Angela did not 

know where he might be cooking the foul vegetable, but she was certain 

she didn't want to find out. She trudged down the darkened hallway like her 

feet were made of rocks, glad her father wasn't there to tell her she was 

going to be late. "Not that he cares anyway," she thought. "He's done his 

job, dropping me off at the building. He doesn't even care if I actually make 

it to the class."

Angela's eyes went wide. She had an idea. She pressed her back against 

the wall and slinked away from Mr. Poliakoff's classroom. She would have to 

spend an hour in the music school, but that didn't mean she had to learn 

any music. She tip-toed down the dark corridor, fearful that her piano 

teacher might burst out at any moment and bellow, "You! Come here and 

practice 'Ring Around the Rosie'!" But the door did not open. Mr. Poliakoff 
ReadWorks.org · © 2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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did not catch her. Angela was free.

She was sneaking her way to the front door of the music school, planning 

on passing the hour in the sun, beneath a tree or on a bench, when she had 

heard a funny sound. It sounded like someone playing the piano-scales-

but it sounded different than what she was used to. It sounded like the 

person playing was having fun.

She followed the sound. It was coming from one of the classrooms. She 

peered through the glass window and saw that the piano bench was empty. 

Feeling sneaky, she turned the handle and padded into the empty 

classroom. The music was coming from a computer in the corner. She 

walked towards it, dying to find out what it was, when she learned the room 

wasn't as empty as she had thought.

"Hello?" said a voice that stopped Angela's heart. It came from a woman 

with long, gray hair and a mouth that twisted up a little bit at the sides. "Can 

I help you?"

"No," stammered Angela. "I, uh, I just heard the music, and-"

"Do you like the piano?"

"I hate the piano," said Angela.

The woman started to laugh. "Well!" she said. "That's too bad for you, since 

you're in a music school."

"No kidding."

"I'm Mrs. O'Hara."

"That's nice. I should be going."

ReadWorks.org · © 2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



Making Piano Fun

"Hold on, hold on. You wanted to know about this music?" Angela was silent. 

"Come on. It's okay to be curious. Do you know anything about jazz?"

"No."

"Well, here it is." She turned up the volume. The man playing piano tapped 

at the keys like a baby hitting something with a hammer. He sang like a 

clown, making strange noises and putting on all sorts of funny voices. The 

words he sang were even stranger:

Oh your pedal extremities are colossal

To me you look just like a fossil

You got me walkin', talkin' and squawkin'

'Cause your feet's too big, yeah

"It sounds so silly!"

"Well, that's Fats," said Mrs. O'Hara.

"Who's Fats?"

"Fats Waller. The piano player. He's the one who wrote the song."

"A grown-up wrote this song?"

"A very talented grown-up. Listen to the piano. What does it sound like?"

"It sounds crazy."

"It's all over the place, isn't it?" Mrs. O'Hara was right. None of his notes 

were where Angela was taught they were supposed to be. He played fast 

when he should have played slowly; he played slowly when he should have 

ReadWorks.org · © 2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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played fast. In between lines, he would shout nonsense like, "Oh, I've never 

heard of such walkin'!" Crazy was the only word for it.

"Huh. Well, I guess I should get going," Angela said.

"You're supposed to be in class, aren't you? With Mr. Poliakoff?"

Angela made a face. "You're going to make me go back to class, aren't 

you?"

"I'm going to make you learn a little piano," said Mrs. O'Hara. "Because 

that's what your parents paid for."

"Can I play a song like this?"

"Not quite yet. Fats Waller spent a lot of time learning to play normal piano 

before he could start playing it crazy."

"He played 'Ring Around the Rosie'?"

"And 'Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star,' and 'Three Blind Mice,' and all of Mr. 

Poliakoff's favorites."

"But if I learn to play those...eventually I can play this?"

"You got it," said Mrs. O'Hara, as she sat down beside the bench. Angela 

put her fingers on the keys and prepared to play. Her fingers weren't afraid 

any more.

ReadWorks.org · © 2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



Birds and Other Dinosaurs

Birds and Other Dinosaurs
by American Museum of Natural History

This text is provided courtesy of the American Museum of Natural History.

Long ago, many kinds of dinosaurs lived on Earth. Some dinosaurs were as tall as a house. Others were 
smaller than you! Different dinosaurs had different body parts. The biggest dinosaurs had long necks that 
could reach leaves that were far away.

Illustration Credits: Argentinosaurus, © AMNH/Sean Murtha; Coelophysis, © AMNH/Ed Heck

Dinosaurs moved in different ways too. Some walked on four legs. Others walked on two. The dinosaurs 
that lived long ago are extinct. This means that there are none of them living today.

Illustration Credit: © AMNH/Sean

Tyrannosaurus rex (tie-ran-uh-SAW-rus rex) walked on two legs. It used its powerful jaws to catch animals.

ReadWorks.org
© 2016 American Museum of Natural History. All rights reserved. Used by Permission



Birds and Other Dinosaurs

Illustration Credit: © AMNH/Ed Heck

Stegosaurus (steg-uh-SAW-rus) walked on four legs. It had thick skin and a spiky tail.

But one kind of dinosaur survives: birds! We know that birds are a kind of dinosaur because birds and 
extinct dinosaurs are alike in lots of ways.

Compare the two animals in the pictures below. Sinornithosaurus (sigh-NOR-nith-oh-sawr-us) is a 
dinosaur that lived long ago. The roadrunner is a bird living today. Both animals walk and run on two legs. 
They are alike in other ways too. They both have claws, and their bodies are covered with feathers.

Image Credit: © AMNH

No one has ever seen a living Sinornithosaurus. This is a photograph of a model that was made by an artist.

Roadrunners are birds living today. A photographer took this picture of a roadrunner in a field.

Photo Credit: © Sandy & Chuck Harris

Let's take a look at more dinosaurs. See if you can spot other ways they are alike and different.

Living Dinosaurs

Here are three birds, or living dinosaurs: 

ReadWorks.org
© 2016 American Museum of Natural History. All rights reserved. Used by Permission



Birds and Other Dinosaurs

Photo Credit: © Craig O'neal

Cardinals are familiar birds in many parts of the United States. The 
northern cardinal male is very easy to spot because of its feathers. It 
has a bright red body, a black face, and a pointed crest of feathers on 
its head. The males show off their feathers to attract females. They 
might stick up their crest and sway back and forth while chirping a 
song. Feathers aren't just for finding mates. They also help keep 
cardinals warm and dry. Without feathers, cardinals couldn't fly!

The ostrich is a very different kind of bird. This large bird is covered 
with feathers, but it doesn't fly. It runs!

Ostriches stand and run on two long, powerful legs. When they're 
chased, ostriches can run over 70 kilometers per hour (43 miles per 
hour). That's as fast as a car on a city street. And if they can't run 
away, they use their strong legs to deliver a mighty kick!

Photo Credit: © Davida De La Harpe

Eagles are big, strong birds. They can fly high and far.

They can also dive very fast to catch dinner. This eagle has sharp, curved 
claws. These claws are good for grabbing and carrying small animals. It 
also has a big, sharp beak shaped like a hook. The eagle uses its beak to 
kill and eat the animals it catches.

Extinct Dinosaurs

Photo Credit: © Bob Harris

Compare those birds to these 
dinosaurs from long ago. Remember, 
these dinosaurs have never been 
seen alive. The drawings are based 
on clues that scientists have found.

Living birds aren't the only dinosaurs 
with feathers. Some dinosaurs that lived long ago had feathers too! 
Look at Anchiornis (an-kee-ORN-is). Red, black, and white feathers 
covered its body from its head to its tail. These feathers kept the 
dinosaur warm. Feathers may have helped it get around, too. 
Anchiornis could not fly. But it may have used its wings to glide 
through the air.

ReadWorks.org
© 2016 American Museum of Natural History. All rights reserved. Used by Permission



Birds and Other Dinosaurs

Image Credit: © Zhao Chuang, Courtesy of Peking Natural Science Organization

Yutyrannus (yoo-tee-ran-us) was a big, strong hunter like its cousin Tyrannosaurus rex. Like T. rex, it could 
walk on two legs. This meant it could run fast to catch animals. This dinosaur also had huge jaws and 
sharp teeth for eating meat. But unlike its cousin, this dinosaur was covered with spiky feathers. They may 
have used these feathers to stay warm and show off for other dinosaurs.

Image Credit: © Zhao Chuang, Courtesy of Peking Natural Science Organization

Coelophysis (see-low-FIGH-sis) was a small, fast hunter that ran on two legs. It had sharp claws for 
catching and holding small animals. And it had lots of sharp, jagged teeth for biting and eating them. One 
Coelophysis fossil was found with small lizard-like animals in its belly. This was probably what the 
dinosaur ate right before it died. Small lizard-like animals may have been a typical meal for all 
Coelophysis.

Image Credit: © Zhao Chuang, Courtesy of Peking Natural Science Organization

Dinosaurs Past and Present

We used to think that dinosaurs were extinct. Now we know birds are dinosaurs too. Like some of their 
extinct dinosaur relatives, birds walk on two legs. They also have feathers and claws. Scientists are still 
learning about dinosaurs of the past and the dinosaurs flying above us today!

ReadWorks.org
© 2016 American Museum of Natural History. All rights reserved. Used by Permission



Birds and Other Dinosaurs

Photo Credit: owl, Shutterstock; duckling, CSP-Alptraum/AGE Fotostock; peacock, iStockphoto

ReadWorks.org
© 2016 American Museum of Natural History. All rights reserved. Used by Permission
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Flip to see the 
Grade 2 Writing 

and Language 
activities included 

in this packet!

Grade 2  
Writing and Language
Student At-Home Activity Packet 3

This At-Home Activity Packet is organized as a series of journal entries. Each 
entry has two parts. In part 1, the student writes in response to a prompt. In 
part 2, the student completes a Language Handbook lesson and practices 
the skill in the context of their writing from part 1. We recommend that the 
student completes one part each day.

Most lessons can be completed independently. However, there are some 
lessons that would benefit from the support of an adult. If there is not an 
adult available to help, don’t worry! Just skip those lessons.

Encourage the student to do the best they can with this content. The most 
important thing is that they continue to work on their writing and language 
skills.

Directions for this packet:
Part 1:
• Read the writing prompt.
• If needed, use the sentence frames to help

you get started writing.

Part 2:
• Complete Guided Practice.
• Complete Independent Practice.
• Complete the Try It prompt.
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Journal Entry 6
You get to share directions for making something with your classmates on the 
class Facebook page. Write directions for making a healthy snack, creating a fun 
craft, or building a cool fort out of things you have at home. 

PART 1

First, you…
Then you…
Last, you…

Monday
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Lesson Title
Lesson # X.#.#: 

Language Handbook Lesson 9 Complete Sentences

Complete Sentences
Lesson 9

 A sentence is a group of words that tells a complete thought.

• Every sentence has a subject.
The subject names the person or
thing that the sentence is about.

The children play in the park.
subject

• Every sentence has a predicate.
The predicate tells what the subject
does or is.

They love the big playground.
predicate

• A sentence begins with a capital letter. It ends with a period.

Introduction

1 The kids run on the playground.

2 Gracie goes down the slide.

3 Two children swing from the bars.

4 Mom and Uncle Ray sit on a bench.

5 A black dog runs across the playground.

  Read each sentence. Above the underlined words, write “S” for 
“Subject” or “P” for “Predicate.”

Guided Practice

HINT The subject 
can name more 
than one person  
or thing.

PART 2

Tuesday
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Independent Practice

Language Handbook Lesson 9 Complete Sentences

1  What is the subject of this sentence?

 Two teams play kickball.

A play kickball

B teams play

C Two teams

D kickball 

2  What is the predicate of this sentence?

  Kevin and Maria chase the ball.

A chase the ball

B Kevin and Maria chase

C Kevin and Maria 

D the ball

3  Which of these is a complete 
sentence?

A The red ball.

B Rolls into a puddle.

C Right into a big puddle.

D The ball rolls into a puddle.

4  Which of these is a complete 
sentence?

A The cute little dog.

B The dog stands by the ball.

C The little dog and the red ball.

D Stands by the red ball.

Choose the correct group of words to answer each question.

Try It Reread your directions. Did you use complete sentences to make your
directions clear? Be sure to add capital letters and the correct punctuation. Circle 
the subject in one sentence. Underline the predicate in that sentence. 

PART 2

Tuesday
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Journal Entry 7
You have stepped into a time machine and have gone back to the 1970s. You 
have no Internet. You can’t text on the phone. The only way to say hi to friends 
is to send a letter. Write a letter to a friend. Tell them what you have done during 
the last week. Then tell them plans for the first thing you will do when you get 
together again. 

PART 1

Dear…
I have…
Sincerely,

Wednesday
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Lesson Title
Lesson # X.#.#: 

Language Handbook Lesson 12 Punctuating Greetings and Closings of Letters

Punctuating Greetings 
and Closings of Letters

Lesson 12

When you write a letter to someone, you begin with a greeting. 
You end with a closing.

  greeting   Dear Nana, 
Thank you for the scooter. It is my favorite gift!

  closing   Yours truly,  
Trina

• Use a comma (,) after the greeting and closing of a letter.

Introduction

1 Dear Bin

I got a red bike for my birthday! Can you come visit?

Your friend

Harold

2 Dear Harold

I hope to visit soon. I want to ride your new bike!

Best wishes

Bin

3 Dear Tracy,

I got a letter from Bin. He may visit soon!

Harold

  Add commas where they belong in the first two letters. 
Then write a closing for the third letter.

Guided Practice

HINT When you 
write a greeting or 
closing, you begin 
the first word with 
a capital letter.

PART 2

Thursday
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Independent Practice

Language Handbook Lesson 12 Punctuating Greetings and Closings of Letters

Read each question. Then choose the 
correct answer. 

1  How should this greeting be written?

Dear Mr. Gomez

A Dear Mr. Gomez?

B Dear, Mr. Gomez,

C Dear, Mr. Gomez

D Dear Mr. Gomez,

2  How should this closing be written?

Very truly yours

A Very truly yours,

B Very truly yours! 

C Very truly yours.

D Very truly yours

Read the letter. Then rewrite the 
greeting and closing correctly. 

Dear, Papa

Thank you for the book. I can’t wait 
to find out how it ends. 

Lots of love.  
Rachel

3

4

Try It Reread your letter. Point to the greeting. Add the correct punctuation
if you don’t have it already. Point to the closing of your letter. Add the correct 
punctuation if you don’t have it already. Then mail your letter to your friend if 
you have their address.

PART 2

Thursday
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Journal Entry 8
You open the mail and discover you have won a free trip to anywhere in the 
United States after everything returns to normal. You can take three people with 
you. You must go during an upcoming holiday. Where will you go? Who will you 
take with you? What holiday will you celebrate on your trip? What will you do? 
Write about your upcoming travel plans.

PART 1

I am taking…to…
We will celebrate…
We will…on our trip.

Friday
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Directions: Pick 2-3 shapes each day. 

  Color the shapes after you complete the activities. 

Math Choice Menu 

Second Grade 

Counting the Sequence 

Forward 

Practice counting     
forward from any 

number and skip count.  

Draw and Solve 

A garden has 6 rows 
of plants. If each row 

has 12 plants, how 
many plants are 

there?   

Draw and Solve 

  A theater holds 300 
people. 46 people are in 
the theater. How many 

more will fit? 

Draw and Solve 

You score 33, 29 and 35 
points. It takes 150 
points to win. How 

many more points do 
you need? 

Same 
But 

Different 

Compare these 2     
sets of circle fractions.
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Handful 
of Change 

Grab a handful of 
coins. What is the 

value?  

Chore 
Chart 

Use this chore     
chart to make a line 
plot about money 

earned.  

Numbers Different 
Ways 

Evaluate this problem 
and tell how a number 
can be represented in 

a different way.  

Convince Me That… 

Evaluate this     
statement and tell 

what you think.

Then, make your own 
Convince Me That. 

Add or Subtract 10 

Use the hundreds 
chart to help you add 
or subtract 10 from 
any 2 digit number.  

Subitize 

Subitize these images 
and tell how you see 
each set of dots and 

how you got the    
total.  

Roll and    
Flip 7,8, or 9 

Roll the number 
cube then Flip to 

add 7, 8, or 9.  



 

 

 

Draw and Solve  

A garden has 6 rows 
of plants. If each row 

has 12 plants, how 
many plants are 

there?   

 

Draw and Solve 

  A theater holds 300 
people. 46 people are in 
the theater. How many 

more will fit?  

Draw and Solve 

You score 33, 29 and 35 
points. It takes 150 
points to win. How 

many more points do 
you need? 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

Can you make your own 
Convince Me That…? 

Think of a 3 digit number 
and ways that number can 

be represented.  

Then, give your problem to a 
family member to solve.  

Convince Me That… 

Evaluate this         
statement and tell 

what you think.  

Then, make your own      
Convince Me That. 



 

 

Counting the Sequence 

Forward 

Practice counting     
forward from any 

number and skip count.  

Numbers Different 
Ways 

Evaluate this problem 
and tell how a number 
can be represented in 

a different way.  

392 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

650 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

992 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

201 

211 

221 

231 

241 

Example: 

Count by 5’s: Count by 2s: Count by 10s: 

Count by 10s: 

You want to make the number 261.  

You have plenty of hundreds blocks and ones blocks to work with, 
but only 4 tens blocks.  

Your friend says, “ You can still make 261 with the blocks you have.” 

Is your friend right?                                                              
Show your thinking and tell why.  



 

 

Same                             
But                                

Different 

Compare these 2          
sets of circle fractions.  

Handful                                
of Change 

Grab a handful of              
coins. What is the                  

value?  

Counting Money: 

1. Sort the coins.  

2. Lay each group in a line.  

3. Count each line. 

4. Add the lines. 

Value of your handful of coins: _____________________ 

Same Different 
  

Same Different 
  



 

Chore                  
Chart 

Use this chore      
chart to make a line 
plot about money 

earned.  

This chart shows how much was earned each day for chores completed.  

1. What is the total value for each chore completed for the week? 

 

 

 

        

2. Make a bar graph that shows how much was earned for each chore.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Create 2 questions you could ask about the information in the bar graph.  

 

 

Brush Teeth            Make Bed       Feed Dog         Homework Set Table        Clean Room 

      

150       

125       

100       

75       

50       

25       

0       



 

Subitize  

Subitize these images 
and tell how you see 
each set of dots and 

how you got the    
total.  

   

   

   

Stack the subitize cards and have someone 
hold them up 1 at a time for about 3 seconds. 
How did you determine the total amount?  

Does someone else in your family determine 
the total dots in a different way? 



 

Add or Subtract 10  

Use the hundreds 
chart to help you add 
or subtract 10 from 
any 2 digit number.  



 

Roll and            
Flip 7,8, or 9 

Roll the number 
cube then Flip to 

add 7, 8, or 9.  

7 8 9 7 8 

9 7 8 9 7 

What number did 
you roll? 

What number did 
you flip? 

Equation: 

8 7 8+7=15 
   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   







Section 4 

Science 



Science Choice Board 
Each day, choose one of the activities below.  Cross off the activity after you are done. 

Do page 199. 
Complete the activity 

on this page. 

Play Simon Says with 
your family.  Be 

creative and think of 
different body 

parts/organs (like 
heart, lungs, or brain). 

Write a letter to your 
teacher.  Tell about 

your favorite science 
activity you are doing 

at home. 

Choose a habitat.  
Make a model of the 
habitat.  Remember 
to include living and 

nonliving things. 

Read page 203.  
Complete the activity 

on this page. 

Draw 5 science tools. 
Write to tell more 

about how they are 
used.  

Find an interesting object 
in your house or yard.  

Make observations and 
draw a detailed picture 

of the object.  Label your 
picture. 

Go outside.  Try to 
find all the items on 

the attached 
scavenger hunt. 

Do page 205. 
Complete the activity 

on this page. 



 

Science Scavenger Hunt 

 
� A spiderweb 
� Something man-made 
� Something yellow  
� Something fuzzy 
� Something that smells good 
� Something that feels cold 
� Something shaped like a heart 
� A flying insect 
� Something translucent (let’s light 

through) 
� A piece of bark 
� A cloud shaped like a living thing 
� Something that is an animal’s home 
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Social Studies 
 



A Guided Journey Through

The Sunshine State



Hi!
My name is Morgan
and I am going on a 

journey through
Florida!

Along the way,
I may need some help

finding hidden symbols and
learning cool facts.
Wil l you help me?

What’s your name?

My Name is...



Write how many counties
there are in Florida. If you don’t know,

you can ask an adult for help!

We are going to visit Pensacola,
Apalachicola, Tal lahassee, St. Augustine, 

Cape Canaveral, Tampa, Fort Myers, the Everglades,
and the Florida Keys!

There are...

...Counties!

Count the Counties



Our first stop is Pensacola in northwest Florida.
Pensacola was the capital of West Florida

when it was a territory.

The Pensacola
l ighthouse helps explorers

on boats see how close or far
they are from the shore.

Wil l you help me
finish coloring this scene

of Pensacola?

Painting
Pensacola



Next, we wil l pass
through Apalachicola!

Did you know that
one of Florida’s most
famous inventors was

from Apalachicola?

How to Make
ICE CREAM

In 1851, Dr. John Gorrie invented
a machine that could make ice.
H is invention led to the creation
of the air conditioner.
Dr. John Gorrie’s invention can
help us do al l kinds of cool things,
l ike make ice cream! Here’s how
to make your own ice cream.
Be sure to ask an adult for help!

Ice Cream in Apalachicola



I live             miles from Tallahassee!

Use a ruler
to see how far you

l ive from Tal lahassee.
Then use the scale on the

bottom of the map
to figure out the 
distance in miles.

0 50 miles 100 miles

Did you know...
Tal lahassee was chosen as the capital

of Florida in 1824 because it was the halfway
point between Pensacola and

St. Augustine.

So what’s the difference between
Capital and Capitol?

Capital: The government headquarters of a state.
Capitol: A building that houses a government’s
              legislative branch.

Mapping Out Florida
Tallahassee, The Capital of Florida!



Spot the Difference
Circle the 10 differences in the pictures below of our H istoric Capitol.
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LE
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SL
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E
XECU

TIVE
Can you match

the words l isted with
the correct branch of 

government?

3 Branches of Government

Governor – the person who
manages the executive branch
of state government.

Senator – one of 40 people
elected to help write legislation
(laws) in the Florida Senate.

Representative – one of 120 
people elected to help write 
legislation in the Florida House
of Representatives.

Speaker of the House – the leader of the Florida House of Representatives.

Chief Financial O� icer – the state executive who oversees Florida’s accounting and
monitors state funds.

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court – the head judge of the Florida Supreme Court.

Circuit Court Judge – a judge that is elected by Florida citizens in a district.



START

FINISH

The laws of Florida are
written and passed in Tal lahassee.

The pathway for an idea to become a
law can be very complicated.
Wil l you help me pass my Bil l?

Tallahassee Maze Running

Now let’s travel to...
You did it!



Did you know...
St. Augustine was the capital of East Florida when

it was just a territory.
St. Augustine is the oldest city in America! It was founded in 

1565 by Pedro Menéndez de Avilés, a Spanish explorer.

St. Augustine and the East Coast Railway

One of Florida’s most
important pioneers was Henry Flagler, who

l ived in St. Augustine! Henry Flagler created the
Florida East Coast Railway, which was the first

railroad to connect Florida to the rest of the U.S.
Can you help me finish coloring the train?



Juan Ponce de León named our state
“La Florida” based on what he saw when he arrived

in 1513. Can you use the code below to
find the meaning?

St. Augustine and Decoding Messages

A B C D E

F G H I J

K L M N O

P Q R S T

U V W X Y Z

__  __         __  __  __  __  __  __  __         __  __  __  __  __

__  __  __  __         __  __         __  __  __  __  __  __  __



Cape Canaveral Trivia

Lorem ipsum

Cape Canaveral is part of Florida’s
“Space Coast.” It has been home to
many rocket and shuttle launches

in the U.S., with the first
launch taking place

back in 1950!

Did you know
that moonstone is
the state gem of

Florida?

Cape Canaveral Trivia



Mission Control needs your help to unscramble the words
below before their next shuttle launch. Can you help them?

Great job! As they prepare to explore space, let’s continue on our journey!

rtsa ________________

nltape ______________

hlunca ______________

isoismn _____________

krocte ______________

lyxaga ______________

vrgiayt ______________

uttsornaa ___________

Cape Canaveral Unscramble



Arr!
It looks l ike this

pirate ship is not
complete! Wil l you help
connect the dots so 
this pirate ship can

set sail?

Tampa has been the home of
the Gasparil la Pirate Festival
for over 100 years!
The festival includes one of
the largest parades in the
U.S. and there’s even a
children’s parade!
Arr! Doesn’t that
sound l ike fun?

Tampa Connecting the Dots



Henry Ford

Thomas Edison

Edison Lightbulb

Model T Ford

The next stop on our journey is Fort Myers,
which is a major tourist destination!

Great work!
Next on the agenda is...

Did you know
that Henry Ford and
Thomas Edison, 2 of

America’s most famous
inventors, were neighbors

in Fort Myers?

Can you
fol low the path

of the inventor to
their invention?

Fort Myers Matching



The Everglades is a unique and complex habitat made up of
swamps, tropical hardwood hammocks, and marine l ife.
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Yellow Pink

Did you know
that Everglades National

Park is the 3rd largest park
in the U.S.? It is visited
by over 1 mil l ion people

every year!

Can you color
al l of the wildwife
in the Everglades

by number?

Everglades Color by Number



The last stop on our journey is The Keys!
Let’s see how much you know about the Florida Keys.

Use the word bank below to fil l in the blanks.

WORD BANK

archipelago

southernmost

The Florida Keys are made up of about               islands.

The land formation that makes The Keys is called an                        ,
which is a collection of islands.

The largest island in The Keys is                  .

Key West is the                           part of Florida.

The longest bridge connecting The Keys is called the                         .

The                        is a species of deer that can only be
found in The Keys.

Key West

Seven Mile Bridge

1,700

Key Deer

Florida Keys Fill in the Blank



What was your favorite part of Florida that we explored?

Wow, you sure are a good explorer!

What is 1 cool fact you learned?

Try the Word Search below to see if you remember al l of the people,
places, and things we discovered on our journey!

Manatee
Al l igator

Moonstone
Legislator

Edison

Capitol
Capital
Pirate

Inventor
Florida

Representative
Secretary

Gorrie
Archipelago

Mission Control
Gasparil la
Governor

Flagler

Executive
Judicial

Legislative
Lighthouse



Check here to see if you answered
all of the questions correctly.
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67

L A F L O R I D A M E A N S

L A N D O F F L O W E R S

star
planet
launch
mission

rocket
galaxy
gravity

astronaut

1,700

archipelago

Key West

Key Deer

southernmost

Seven Mile Bridge

Governor
Chief Financial O�cer

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court

Senator
Representative

Speaker of the House

Circuit Court Judge
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